
      Name_________________________________ 
 

Vegetable Orders Receipts 
 

Directions: Jane, Beverly, Michael and Joseph have paid for their two vegetables and 
need a receipt for the amount paid.  Each person gave $2.00 to the clerk and will 
receive change back.  Complete the receipts by listing the two vegetables that each 
person chose, the cost of each vegetable, the total cost for the two vegetables, and the 
change received back.  Number each receipt from the least to the greatest cost by 
placing a number from 1 to 4 in the circle at the top of the receipt. 
Who paid the most for their vegetables? _________________________ 
Who paid the least for their vegetables? __________________________ 
 
 
Jane’s Receipt           Beverly’s Receipt 

 
 

                            Receipt 
Vegetable                                     Cost 
______________                  $_________
 
______________                  $_________
 

Total                 $________ 
Cash received     $ 2.00 
Change              $________ 

 

 
 
                            Receipt 
Vegetable                                     Cost 
_______________                $_________
 
______________                  $_________
 

Total                 $________ 
Cash received     $ 2.00 
Change              $________ 

 
 
 
 
Michael’s Receipt          Joseph’s Receipt 

 
 

                           Receipt 
Vegetable                                     Cost 
______________                  $_________
 
______________                  $_________
 

Total                 $________ 
Cash received     $ 2.00 
Change              $________ 

 

 
 
                           Receipt 
Vegetable                                     Cost 
______________                  $_________
 
______________                  $_________
 

Total                 $________ 
Cash received     $ 2.00 
Change              $________ 

 

 



Name: Answer Key 
 

Vegetable Orders Receipts 
 
Directions: Jane, Beverly, Michael and Joseph have paid for their two vegetables and 
need a receipt for the amount paid.  Each person gave $2.00 to the clerk and will 
receive change back.  Complete the receipts by listing the two vegetables that each 
person chose, the cost of each vegetable, the total cost for the two vegetables, and the 
change received back.  Number each receipt from the least to the greatest cost by 
placing a number from 1 to 4 in the circle at the top of the receipt. 
Who paid the most for their vegetables? _____Michael____  
Who paid the least for their vegetables? _____Joseph______ 
 
 
Jane’s Receipt           Beverly’s Receipt 
2 
 
                            Receipt 
 
Vegetable                                   Cost 
Green Beans                               $  .49 
Carrots                                       $  .59 

 
Total                       $1.08 
Cash received           $2.00 
Change                     $ .92 

 

3 
 
                            Receipt 
 
Vegetable                                   Cost 
Broccoli                                      $  .85 
Corn                                           $  .75 
 

Total                       $1.60 
Cash received           $2.00 
Change                    $  .40 

 
 
 
 
Michael’s Receipt          Joseph’s Receipt 
4 
 
                            Receipt 
 
Vegetable                                      Cost 
Potato                                         $  .99 
Greens                                        $  .75 

 
Total                        $1.74 
Cash received            $2.00 
Change                    $  .26 

 

1 
 
                            Receipt 
 
Vegetable                                     Cost 
Cabbage                                     $  .49 
Celery sticks                                $  .30 
 

Total                       $  .79 
Cash received           $2.00 
Change                    $1.21 
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